Kodak i5000 Series Scanners ISIS Driver Update Release Notes

ISIS Driver Version eki5200_2.0.11602.25001 Summary

Purpose of Release: This update corrects two issues found with the ISIS driver related to the Image Addressing feature. See Improvements below for more detail.

Date: February 25, 2016

New Features from version 2.0.11602.25001:
1. (None).

Improvements from version 2.0.11602.25001:

1. PR# 26188 - ISIS - IA when NOT inputting initial value in UI, IA value is not correct.

Version: 2.0.11602.25001

Date: 02/25/16
PR# 26188 - ISIS - IA when NOT inputting initial value in UI, IA value is not correct
Fixed

Supported Models:
- Kodak i5200, i5600, i5800, i5850 scanners.

Notes:
- This is an update for the ISIS driver only and should be installed if the Scanning application uses the ISIS driver or Kofax Image Controls.
- The previous versions of the ISIS driver do not need to be uninstalled before installing this update. If the previous version is uninstalled then this update will install the full version of the ISIS driver correctly.
- This ISIS driver update should installed after the installation of the scanner drivers from CD 2.6.